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Abstract: Most of the single-mode fiber-coupled grating couplers reported in the literature have
been designed for upward directionality to perform wafer-scale testing of photonic integrated circuits.
A coupler designed for downward directionality can help in achieving a face-up electro-optic integration
scheme for chip-to-board coupling using 2.5D/3D silicon photonics interposers. We demonstrate for
the first time the design analysis and coupling performance of TE-polarized O-band through-substrate
(backside emitting) grating couplers that have been optimized to produce enhanced directionality in
the downward direction into the bulk silicon substrate of a Si photonics chip. The chip substrate was
thinned and polished to achieve a bulk silicon thickness of 100 µm. By the use of an optimized reflector
and an optimal thickness of anti-reflection coating at the backside of the chip, a -2.3 dB and -1.7 dB
fiber-to-grating coupling efficiency has been measured when coupled through-substrate to a single-
mode and multimode fiber respectively. These gratings with downward directionality can help provide
an efficient and alignment-tolerant interface for chip-to-chip or chip-to-board optical interconnects.

Index Terms: Silicon Photonics, Grating Couplers, Optical interconnects, Optical Interposers

1. Introduction
Optical interconnect based technology offers a promising solution to address the growing capacity
requirement of datacenters [1]. In particular, CMOS-compatible silicon photonics can help provide
both electronic and optical functionalities on a single chip leveraging the advantages of high index
contrast, scaling, bandwidth, spectral density and power efficiency. In order to benefit from such
advantages, it is desirable to have an on-chip optical interface that is not only highly efficient
and alignment tolerant, but also exploits the CMOS-compatibility available with manufacturing
processes developed for Si photonics over the years. In that respect, two coupling strategies
have primarily been employed to route an optical signal off-chip to a package-level or a board-
level optical interconnect: adiabatic optical coupling using an efficient taper design [2], [3] and a
grating coupler based approach to couple to a fiber ribbon [4], [5] or to another grating for inter-chip
coupling [6]. Grating couplers are a key passive optical component to perform wafer-scale testing
of integrated photonic circuits. Although they are bandwidth-limited and more polarization-sensitive
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TABLE I: Summary of O-band grating coupler performance (fiber in air) for upward directionality
in recent years (tSi: top silicon thickness, ed: etch depth, tBOX: BOX thickness, CE: coupling
efficiency).

Year Reference tSi, ed, tBOX (nm) Description 3dB BW Peak CE(dB)

2011 [8] 400, 200, 1000 Single-etch uniform 58 −3

2014 [9] 220, (60, 130), 2000 Dual-etch apodized 50 −2

2016 [10] 220, 220, 2000 Sub-wavelength − −2.5

2017 [11] 220, 220, 2000 Sub-wavelength 40 −3.8

2017 [12] 340, 140, 2000 Tilted membrane > 70 −2.4

2017 [13] 200, 35, 2972 Folded Shallow − −2.23

2017 [14] 310, 140, 720 Apodized 35 −2.2

compared to edge-couplers, they provide advantages in terms of wafer-scale accessibility and die-
level planarized packaging solutions. Ever since the demonstration of on-chip gratings for fiber-
coupling [7], there has been a lot of focus to push the device performance envelope with respect to
coupling efficiency, bandwidth and polarization diversity. Most of the research efforts in this domain
have been in the spectrum of C-band wavelengths for telecom-based long-reach applications due
to the low absorption loss of silica in an optical fiber and the relaxed patterning requirements
during fabrication of grating features. In the recent times, a need to address high-speed short-
reach interconnections in server based applications of modern data-centers has resulted in an
increased effort to develop similar high performance grating designs in the O-band (1310 nm
primary wavelength) due to the reduced chromatic dispersion in an optical fiber in this band.
Table I outlines the design methodology and performance of some of the recent demonstration of
such gratings. The optimization of these gratings for upward directionality has been done by tuning
the total silicon thickness, etch depth and performing apodization of the grating or by operating
in the subwavelength regime.

It is well-understood that the off-chip optical coupling for chip-to-package and chip-to-board
communication requires a strategy that not only benefits from the CMOS-based wafer-scale
platforms available for silicon photonics, but also helps to minimize the cost incurred in packaging
and assembly of a 2.5D/3D optical interposer. In contrast to the approaches demonstrated before
[2], [5], [15], a through-substrate coupling interface provides the benefit of bonding a silicon
photonics chip face-up on a package substrate such that the device-side of the chip remains
accessible for die stacking, and there is no need to develop space for fiber-array placement
from the topside, and can provide an alternative to flip-chip photonic packaging (Fig. 1). Such
an approach can then be utilized to assemble memory and logic dies with the help of TSVs
and microbumps on the top of a silicon photonic interposer in a 3D electro-optic integration
scheme [16]–[19]. In this context, an O-band grating coupler designed for downward directionality
is required. To address this problem, we demonstrate the design and performance of the O-band
grating couplers that help in achieving optimized directionality in the direction of the substrate.
Although there have been only a few demonstrations in the past for downward directionality [20],

Fig. 1: Overview of 2.5D/3D integration of Silicon Photonics for chip-to-board coupling.
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[21], they have been fabricated in a monolithic 45nm CMOS SOI process platform used for defining
transistors (and hence, different thickness of top silicon < 100 nm); gratings optimized for a
center wavelength of 1200 nm, measurements performed by removing the bulk silicon substrate
and an unconventional fiber-to-grating coupling angle of 19° was used. In contrast, we report
the results for gratings that use a metal reflector, defined in a standard 220 nm top silicon of
200 mm wafer-scale SOI platform developed at imec, with only partial removal of silicon handle
substrate and a standard fiber-coupling angle of 10°. The topside reflector approach is more
practical and compatible with the back-end of the line (BEOL) processing used in a typical CMOS
process flow, when compared to depositing the reflector between the BOX-Si interface as has
been already demonstrated for high upward directionality [22]–[24]. For the gratings with metal
reflector deposited over the top oxide, the downward directed beam propagates in the bulk silicon
substrate that has been thinned to 100 µm thickness to match the standard thickness of TSVs used
for silicon interposers. The fiber-to-waveguide coupling efficiency has been measured using both
single-mode and multimode fibers. In this paper, firstly, the device design simulations are analyzed.
Then, the fabrication and measurement methodology of the grating couplers are explained briefly.
Finally, a comprehensive study on the experimental results is done to underline the utility of such
devices for 2.5D/3D silicon photonics interposers [18], [25].

2. Grating coupler with a metal reflector: Design

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: a) 2D Field plot of a grating coupler FDTD simulation and b) Directionality plot of the
grating coupler spectrum highlighting the fact that about 90% of the power is diffracted in the
downward direction across the central O-band, while roughly 10% gets backreflected in the
counter-propagating direction in the top and bottom oxide and silicon waveguide combined. (The
color code of the power monitor labels in (a) correspond to the labels of the plot in (b)).

A grating coupler with a uniform period diffracts the incoming optical signal in a particular
direction according to the following phase matching condition:

Λ =
mλ

neff − nclad sin θ
(1)

where Λ is the grating period, λ is the free-space optical wavelength in vacuum, neff is the effective
index of the eigen mode of the grating, nclad is the cladding index and, θ is the angle of diffraction of
the optical signal. The grating is typically slightly detuned to avoid second-order reflections at the
waveguide-grating groove interface. The coupling efficiency of a grating coupler is defined by the
directionality of the diffracted power from the grating and the mode overlap between the diffracted
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Fig. 3: Comparison of uniform period TE polarization SOI grating couplers with a metal reflector
for (a,c) downward and (b,d) upward directionality. The effect of oxide thickness on fiber-to-grating
coupling efficiency spectrum is shown with the help of 2D-FDTD simulations for both the cases
of directionality. The numbers(in red) inside the figures (a) & (b) indicate the interfaces where an
optical wave experiences a perturbation. While the fiber monitor for (a,c) was kept in silicon near
BOX-silicon interface (orange dotted line), the same was kept in top oxide for (b,d) (blue dotted
line). Grating parameters: Λ = 490 nm, Fill-Factor = 0.5, Etch depth = 70 nm, Top silicon thickness
= 220 nm, Bulk silicon substrate thickness = 100 µm, Tox = oxide thickness that is optimized for
a given directionality.

field profile from the grating and the Gaussian-like optical fiber mode. One approach to improve
the directionality of these couplers in the upward direction has been to deposit a metal reflector
between the BOX and the bulk silicon substrate [22]–[24]. In order to enhance the directionality in
the downward direction, a metal reflector on the oxide cladding was deposited above the diffraction
grating. By exploiting constructive interference between the downward diffracted optical signal from
the grating and the upward diffracted signal reflected downwards from the metal reflector for a
particular oxide thickness, a net downward directionality is achieved (Fig. 3a,c).

The thickness of the top oxide required for constructive interference is given by:

tox =
cos θox

nox
.

(
mλ

2
− tSi.navg

cos θavg

)
(2)

where tox is the top oxide thickness, tSi is the thickness of the etched silicon (70 nm in this case), m
is an integer, nox is the refractive index of the top oxide, navg is the average of the refractive index
of the etched grating, θox the angle of the diffracted beam in oxide and θavg the corresponding
angle of the diffracted beam in the average index material of the grating. The thickness of the
etched grating and its refractive index is taken into account to include the additional phase that the
diffracted and reflected beam would acquire before constructively interfering with the downward
diffracted beam. Also, in order to accurately optimize the thickness of top oxide for constructive
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interference, 2D FDTD simulations were performed (see Fig. 2). The grating couplers for downward
directionality were designed for parameters corresponding to a standard SOI wafer with a 220 nm
thick silicon waveguide layer and a 2 µm thick buried oxide layer (BOX). The period and etch depth
of the grating was kept at 490 nm and 70 nm respectively for TE polarization in the simulations
corresponding to a 10° angle of the fiber in air and hence, after refraction at the air/silicon interface,
a 2.81° angle of the overlap monitor defined in the bulk silicon substrate near to the BOX-silicon
interface in the simulations (as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3a). The placement of the fiber-
coupling overlap monitor near this interface enabled the minimization of overall computation time
in FDTD simulations. From paraxial Gaussian beam propagation relations, it can be estimated that
a Gaussian-like mode from an optical fiber expands from 9.2 µm to only 10.4 µm in a 100 µm bulk
silicon medium with a negligible absorption loss. The coupling loss due to mode size mismatch
was calculated to be 0.32 dB. We revisit this assumption in Section 4.2 later while comparing
the experimental results. In Fig. 3, a comparison of the wavelength dependence of the grating
for both the cases of directionality has been made by changing the oxide thickness(top oxide for
downward directionality (a,c) and BOX for upward directionality (b,d)). The following observations
are made here:

i) One of the possible optimal thicknesses of top oxide required for constructive interference
in the downward directionality at a fiber angle of 10° in air was calculated to be 2 µm, as can
be roughly predicted (2033.5 nm) by Eq.(2). The peak coupling efficiency near the BOX-silicon
interface was estimated to be -1 dB with a 45 nm 3 dB bandwidth [26].

ii) An uneven dual-peak shape of the spectrum appears in the case of downward directionality
grating. This is due to the presence of an additional reflective interface between the BOX and
the Si substrate and will be discussed further in section 4. As the oxide thickness changes, the
effective optical path length between the two reflected components from interface 1 and 3 changes
accordingly, resulting in a change in the relative levels of the two peak spectrum. In the case of
the grating couplers with upward directionality however, the top oxide merely acts as an index
matching medium between the optical fiber and the grating and hence, the two-peak shape of the
spectrum is absent there.

iii) Also, as shown in Fig. 2b, around 10% of power(both from the reflector and the BOX-Si
interface) gets backreflected into the oxide cladding and silicon waveguide resulting in 90% net
downward directionality into the substrate. This case gets exemplified at a wavelength of around
1370 nm where a sharp drop in the directionality can be observed due to a phase matching of
the two reflected components with the grating in the counter-propagating direction.

3. Fabrication and Measurement
Test chips with various focused grating coupler designs were fabricated in imec’s 200 mm silicon
photonics platform. The top oxide thickness on the wafers was varied by a margin of ±50 nm to
inspect its sensitivity on the measured coupling efficiency. The dies taken from different wafers
were then further custom-processed to have 5 nm Ti + 200 nm Al metal reflectors deposited
on top of the gratings. These chips were then bonded onto a glass carrier with wax that was
subsequently used to perform lapping and polishing of the dies from the backside [27]; starting
with a silicon thickness of 650 µm to a final value of 100 µm. After releasing them from the glass
carrier with the help of a solvent, a 170 nm PECVD SiN anti-reflective coating was deposited on
the polished substrate-side of these chips.

The dies were then flip-mounted onto a vacuum chuck so that fibers oriented at a 10° angle
could be used to couple through the silicon substrate in and out of the gratings from the backside
of the chip. The grating structures could be located with the help of an IR camera that allows to see
through the polished bulk SOI substrate. The measurement setup included a O-band fiber-coupled
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: a) Measurement methodology of downward emitting grating couplers with single-mode
fibers oriented 10° with respect to vertical, from the substrate-side of the chip and b) silicon
photonics chip post thinning (left) with an IR beam profile in the far-field emitted by the grating
coupler through the substrate of the polished chip (right).

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: a) The effect of the variation of top oxide thickness on the measured fiber-to-waveguide
coupling efficiency of the downward emitting grating coupler (without AR coating). (b) A 1.5 dB
improvement in the coupling efficiency of the grating couplers occurs after the application of
SiN anti-phase coating to counter the Fresnel reflections at the substrate side of the chip. (All
the samples measured in these measurements had a 5 nm Ti adhesion layer between Al metal
reflector and oxide (refer Section 4.1 for further discussion).)

broadband SLD source that was connected to a circulator followed by a polarization controller
that was then connected to the input fiber pigtail. Also, the output fiber pigtail was connected to
a power splitter that was connected to a power meter and optical spectrum analyzer respectively
to aid in the simultaneous alignment of the fibers and recording of the spectrum thereafter. The
fiber-to-waveguide coupling efficiency was calculated by subtracting the setup reference loss and
waveguide loss from the measured spectrum and then dividing the obtained result by half.

4. Results and Discussion
In order to validate the results obtained from the 2D FDTD model corresponding to the variation
in oxide thickness (discussed in Section 2), different chips comprising of gratings with a 490
nm period and 50% fill factor were processed to obtain different top oxide thicknesses before the
deposition of the Ti+Al metal layer. A variation in steps of 200 nm in oxide thickness was done from
1 µm to 2 µm. Here, the chips were not coated with any anti-reflective coating from the polished
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backside. It can be seen from Fig. 5a that the wavelength dependence of fiber-to-grating coupling
efficiency is similar to what was derived from the FDTD simulations (Fig. 3c). A peak coupling
efficiency of -5 dB was obtained for an oxide thickness of 2 µm. The free spectral range(FSR) of
the ripples in the spectrum caused by Fresnel reflections from the silicon-air interface correspond
approximately to 100 µm thickness of silicon (tSi), given by the relation, FSR = λ2/(2ngtSi cos θ),
where ng is the group index of the optical wave propagating in silicon. After the deposition of 170
nm thick anti-reflective SiN coating [28], a reduction in the ripple amplitude and an improvement
in the coupling efficiency by 1.5 dB margin was obtained as shown in Fig.5b.

4.1. Sensitivity of coupling efficiency on Ti adhesion layer below the Al reflector
In a typical CMOS process flow, it is usual to have TiN, TaN or Ti as an adhesion layer for the
deposition of Aluminium(Al) or Tungsten(W) on silicon oxide [29]. In the recent demonstrations of
grating couplers where metal reflectors have been employed to increase the upward directionality
of the gratings, some of the research groups used Au as a reflector with BCB or Cr as an
interfacial layer, where Au is a CMOS-incompatible material [30]. Also, some groups reported
results using Aluminium (Al) as a reflector with an interfacial layer(Ti) [31], [32] or no interfacial
layer at all [22], but didn’t demonstrate any impact of the interfacial/adhesion layer thickness
on the coupling efficiency measurements. We show that the thickness of the adhesion layer(Ti)
between the Al reflector and planarized oxide has an impact on the overall reflectivity and hence,
the coupling efficiency. In order to investigate this, measurements on three samples with different
thicknesses of titanium between the Al reflector and top oxide were performed. From Fig. 6a, it is
apparent that an improvement in coupling efficiency of the grating results from the case when the
Al reflector was directly deposited on the silicon oxide clad above the grating. This can be verified
from the transmittance value of titanium - 0.815 for 5 nm Ti and 0.92 for 2 nm Ti [33] and the
reflectivity measurements shown by Fig. 6b. These measurements were done by collecting the
reflected signal from a circulator port when an optical fiber was brought close to the titanium film
of 2 nm and 5 nm thickness. Index-matching (NOA61) was used to ensure that fiber-air Fresnel
reflections are minimized and only the true reflected signal is recorded. The measurements were
then normalized with respect to the measurement done with a bare Al reflector. The proportional
increase in loss with the increase in thickness of Ti confirms its contribution in reduction of the
coupling efficiency of the gratings.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: (a) Reduction in the thickness of adhesion layer between the grating and metal reflector
results in a net reduction of absorption and an improvement in the overall fiber-to-grating coupling
efficiency. (b) Absorption spectrum of different film thickness of Ti indicates a proportional increase
in absorption with increasing thickness of Ti.
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It should also be noticed that a direct deposition of Al on the top of silicon oxide results in
a few nanometers thick layer formation of Al2O3 dielectric that can enhance adhesion, but isn’t
favored in a flow due to reduction in conductivity of the metal interconnects placed elsewhere on
the same layer. Also, Al2O3 is a partially absorbing medium in the near-IR wavelength domain.
This explains why there isn’t any significant improvement in the coupling efficiency of a grating
coupler when one compares the results of the gratings with pure Al reflector and a 2nm Ti+Al
reflector (Fig. 6a).

4.2. Sensitivity of coupling efficiency on top oxide thickness
As explained earlier in Section 2, for the case of gratings with metal reflectors on top oxide
for downward directionality, there are three distinct interfaces that contribute to the change in
the phase of the diffracted beam - grating-oxide, oxide-reflector and BOX-silicon interface. This
implies that a variation in the thickness of the top oxide cladding and the BOX can have an
impact on the resultant coupling efficiency. As an example, for a 2 µm BOX thickness, it has been
reported earlier that a ±50 nm wafer-to-wafer variation in oxide thickness is possible [34]. The
problem is compounded further when one takes into account the variability of top oxide thickness
post-planarization. A minor contribution to lower the coupling efficiency can also be due to a
variation in the thickness of the chip post-lapping and polishing. Fig. 7(a) shows the sensitivity
of the coupling efficiency to a ±50 nm variation in the top-oxide thickness deposited on different
wafers. The following observations are made here:

i) The peak coupling efficiency drops by 0.5 dB with a change in oxide thickness of 50 nm. The
presence of high frequency ripples in most of these measurements is an outcome of etch-density
related effect.

ii) The two-peak shape of the spectrum varies with the change in top oxide thickness, as the
optical path length for constructive interference shifts accordingly;

iii) The overall spectrum experiences a red shift as the top oxide thickness increases.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7: (a) A variation in oxide thickness of ±50 nm results in a marginal drop of coupling
efficiency with a change in the relative amplitude of the two-peak spectrum and a shift in the
peak wavelength. The measured data is fitted with a 4th degree polynomial fit. (b) On subtracting
the fit with the measured data, it can be seen that the period of the ripples decrease with increase
in oxide thickness indicating an increase in path length of the beam between the two reflective
interfaces and hence, their contribution to the formation of two-peak spectrum.

In order to understand the impact of oxide thickness on coupling efficiency further, a 4th degree
polynomial fit was applied to the measured spectrum. When the experimental data was subtracted
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from the fitted data (Fig. 7b), it was observed that the period of the ripples decrease with an
increase in oxide thickness. This indicates a relative increase in the path length of the beam
between the grating and the metal reflector and hence, its contribution to the different levels of
the two-peak spectrum. Also, a difference of more than 1 dB in the measured coupling efficiency
compared to that in the simulations can be attributed to the following reasons: a) A grating coupler
with a uniform period radiates an exponentially decaying diffracted beam profile, that is usually
matched with a fiber mode placed in close proximity to the grating. The same was done in the
simulations by placing an overlap monitor in bulk silicon near the BOX-silicon interface as shown
in Section 2. However, the actual coupling efficiency to the fiber has been measured roughly at a
distance of 100 µm away from that interface. This results in additional loss apart from the mode
mismatch assumption considered earlier as the beam propagation mechanism of an exponentially
radiating profile in a bulk medium can not be assumed to be driven completely by Gaussian beam
propagation relations, resulting in lowering of the overall coupling efficiency. b) Although the bulk
silicon substrate of an SOI wafer is mostly transparent in the IR wavelength region of interest,
dopant-induced scattering effects might contribute to some loss as well.

4.3. Coupling Efficiency with Multimode Fiber

(a) (b)

Fig. 8: (a) A 1.7 dB loss from the downward-emitting grating would occur if it were to be coupled
to a 50 µm core diameter multimode fiber. (b) An alignment tolerance scan comparison of single-
mode fiber and multimode fiber coupled to a downward-emitting grating coupler.

In the case of coupling to a multimode fiber, the mode profile emitted from the grating is less
critical as long as it couples well into a larger core diameter of the multimode fiber at a suitable
angle. A separate set of measurements were conducted with a 0.2 NA 50 µm core diameter
graded-index multimode fiber in order to assess the amount of power the grating can transmit
if it were to couple into a multimode waveguide for an interposer application. This was done by
aligning the multimode fiber at the output grating side, keeping the input launch conditions from
the single-mode fiber fixed. A comparison of lateral alignment tolerance made with a single-mode
fiber and multimode fiber on the grating coupler is shown in Fig. 8b. The SMF-to-MMF spectrum
as depicted in Fig. 8a indicates the combined loss of single-mode fiber to the through-substrate
input grating and the output grating through-substrate to the multimode fiber. The waveguide loss
was subtracted from this spectrum. On comparing it to the coupling efficiency of a single-mode
fiber to a grating coupler, it can be seen that a 1.7 dB loss would occur from an output grating
coupler, if it were to be coupled into a 50 µm core diameter multimode waveguide. The results
presented here give an idea about the expected max. coupling efficiency and alignment tolerance
for coupling from the described downward emitting grating coupler on a Si photonics interposer
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to on-package or on-board multimode optical interconnect [16], [25].
The results presented in the above sections hold a key practical relevance from the standpoint of

understanding oxide-reflector interface, oxide-thickness tolerance that can arise out of wafer-scale
manufacturability and fiber coupling efficiency with no removal of silicon handle substrate contrary
to what has been done in the past [20], to counter a strong oxide-silicon reflective interface. These
results also look promising when compared to O-band grating coupler performance for upward
directionality as summarized in Table I.

5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated the results on O-band through-substrate (backside emitting) grating cou-
plers optimized for downward directionality on photonic chips with 100µm thick bulk silicon sub-
strate. The gratings show a peak coupling efficiency of -2.3 dB with a 3-dB bandwidth of 55
nm. A sensitivity analysis of grating coupler efficiency with respect to top oxide thickness and Ti
adhesion layer was done. A 1.5 dB drop in coupling efficiency with the addition of 5 nm thick Ti as
adhesion layer between Al reflector and top oxide was measured. A 0.5 dB sensitivity in coupling
efficiency to a ±50 nm variation in top oxide thickness was determined as well. In addition, when
coupled to a multimode fiber, a -1.7 dB coupling efficiency is obtained which is important from
the perspective of coupling from a Si-photonics interposer to multimode waveguide based optical
interconnects. We believe that the overall performance of these couplers can be improved further
by apodizing the gratings. Lastly, grating couplers with a downward directionality find applications
not only in inter-chip coupling, but also in on-chip sensing and spectroscopy as they provide an
alternate route to guide the resultant optical output other than in the conventional direction, albeit
at the expense of some additional backside silicon processing.
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